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From the eye of a world-class sailor through the lens of a world-class photographer, this grand-scale book
takes the reader on a voyage around the world, capturing the joy, excitement, and serenity of sailing. As a
professional sailor, Onne van der Wal has skippered boats of many kinds, raced yachts in every climate, and
crossed the Atlantic more than ten times. When Olympus Cameras gave him a camera to document his Dutch
team’s Whitbread Round the World Race in 1981, he discovered his second passion: photography. Over a
lifetime devoted to sailing, van der Wal has accrued an unparalleled archive of the most evocative and
beautiful photography of the pursuit in all its varied forms, from classic yacht racing around Newport, R.I.,
to beautiful schooners drifting outside St. Tropez, and from peaceful catamaran expeditions through the
silent Antarctic to intense Grand Prix races around the coast of Australia. No other photographer has the
experience to shoot so well on board a speeding yacht or the confidence to scale a mast for the right
panoramic view; and no other sailor has captured the extremes of the excitement, competition, peace, and
mystery the sport affords. This lavishly illustrated volume—with nearly 200 color photographs and several
gatefolds of glorious panoramic images—is a celebration of the nautical lifestyle and a love letter to a pursuit
that is so much more than a pastime for all those lucky enough to enjoy it.
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From reader reviews:

Alan Dean:

Inside other case, little people like to read book Sailing. You can choose the best book if you'd prefer reading
a book. Provided that we know about how is important a book Sailing. You can add knowledge and of course
you can around the world by the book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from book you can recognize
everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you may be known. About simple issue
until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, you can open a book or searching by internet
gadget. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel uninterested to go to the library. Let's examine.

Marie Heidelberg:

The book Sailing can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So why must we
leave the best thing like a book Sailing? Wide variety you have a different opinion about publication. But
one aim that will book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer using
your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you are able to
share all of these. Book Sailing has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and massive function
for you. You can look the enormous world by open and read a book. So it is very wonderful.

Shane Ward:

Do you one among people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this kind of aren't like that. This Sailing book is readable by means of you who hate the straight word style.
You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable looking at experience without leaving also decrease the
knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer connected with Sailing content conveys prospect easily to
understand by many people. The printed and e-book are not different in the written content but it just
different as it. So , do you even now thinking Sailing is not loveable to be your top checklist reading book?

Shawn Stoltzfus:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style in this particular era globalization. With looking at you can get a
lot of information that could give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world can
share their idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their own reader with
their story or their experience. Not only situation that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the
data about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your sons or
daughters, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors on earth always try to improve their
expertise in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write with their book. One of them is this
Sailing.
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